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JUNIOR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE 

55TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

MANLY LIFE SAVING CLUB 

5 AUGUST 2021 7PM 

 

Attendees  
1. Pete Hawkins 
2. Jodi Stacker 
3. Jenni Jordan (JJ) 
4. Graham Bruce 
5. Russell Harrison (RH) 
6. Christopher Bell (CB) 
7. Rhani-lee Payne  
8. Greg Nicholson 
9. Kate Martin 
10. Robert Williams 
11. Lee Palmer 
12. Charlotte Nichols 
13. Mark Seymour 
14. Leoni Graham 
15. Victoria Sweetman 
16. Andy Furness 
17. Jamie Murrell 

18. Mark Northcote 
19. Brendan Glass 
20. Glenn Stone 
21. Amanda Harrison 
22. Alex Bar 
23. Paul Jordan 
24. John - Surname not displayed  
25. Andrew - Surname not displayed 
26. Jane Marsters 
27. Ross Oakhill 
28. Hannah Oakhill 
29. Josh Lovski 
30. Joshua Dooney 
31. Lauren Huntley 
32. Tim Cuthbert 
33. Tom Goodwin 
34. Mark Hughes  

 

Meeting Open  
Zoom call opened at 7.00pm 

RH welcomed everyone and opened meeting with acknowledgment of country. 

RH stated for the record that we did attempt to hold the AGM on the 20 June at Manly LSC 
but we did not have a quorum. Attempts to hold it since were unsuccessful due to the covid 
19 pandemic, hence in accordance with instructions from SLSNSW we are holding this AGM 
via zoom.  
 
RH acknowledged the Life Members present and Manly LSC Board Members present (Chris 
Bell, Victoria OHalloran, Robbie Williams, Graham Bruce, Glenn Stone and others) and 
acknowledged he may have missed some as he couldn’t see all zoom participants on his 
screen.  
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He also I’d also like to acknowledge the passing of Annie Gleason, Nipper Life Member and 
advised that we honoured Annie at our recent annual awards with the establishment of a 
perpetual trophy, the Annie Gleason Trophy for club spirit. He also advised that the 
ManlyLSC board unanimously agreed to name our nipper board storage room after her.  
Annie’s contribution to SLS will be recognised posthumously at the upcoming Branch 
Awards night.  
 
Apologies:  Nil 
 
RH thanked the JAC Members, Age Managers, coaches and all members of the Manly 
Nippers Community involved in delivering another great year of Manly Nippers .  
 
RH spoke about the challenges of covid restrictions this past season.  We had to cancel our 
2019/20 presentation day before the season even commenced. Our spring camp at Sawtell, 
our summer camp and Nipper Nats were all cancelled due to covid. Despite putting the work 
into planning for all of these, we had to cancel them. The loss of these events had an impact 
on revenue streams for the season which was unfortunate.  
 
RH referred to planning that was being done at the Board level to improve our performance 
overall as a club in surf sports and that Nippers would be part of this. Regardless of 
competition results, its important to remember that no other sport develops kids in a way that 
surf lifesaving does. It provides our kids with skills that they will have for life, and the 
opportunity to eventually contribute to their community providing lifesaver services. He 
acknowledged the U14 nippers who completed their Surf Rescue Certificate this year 
despite covid and commence as active patrolling members. 

Agenda  
1. Confirmation of the minutes of the 54th AGM  
Proposed by Jenni Jordan and seconded by Andy Furniss. 

 
2. Adoption of AGM Report and Financial Statement 

Overall, Manly Nippers ended up in a strong cash positive position this season, at $61,595 
profit before capitation charges and MLSC contributions, $16k higher than last year and 
$35k better than budget. This was a result of both improved nipper registrations and 
decreased activities resulting from the Covid regulations.  See Appendix for financial and full 
Treasurer Report. 

3. Election of the office bearers for the 2021/2022 season  

RH declared all positions vacant and meeting is handed to CB.  

CB thanked to RH for his two years as JAC Chairman. The JAC is a critical part of the club, 
for lifesaving and competition, and a key contributor to the Club’s ambition to be a premier 
competition club in water, beach and lifesaving. There is a desire to introduce events into 
Nippers such as March Past, R&R, patrol competitions and champion lifesavers pathways. 
Nippers is about making Sunday fulfilling for kids and parents. Want parents to be part of the 
club and to assist.  

Position Nominee Nominated by Seconded by  
Chairman  None   
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In the absence of a new Chair CB returns meeting to RH and requests the provision a JAC 
Chairman job description breakdown and recommendation of how JAC can go forward.  The 
Board will then review and determine how to assist and how the JAC will operate with no 
Chair.  

Position Nominee Nominated by Seconded by  
Treasurer Jenni Jordan Russell Harrison Amanda Harrison  
Secretary Kate Martin  Russell Harrison Amanda Harrison 
Superintendent  None    
Registrar None   
Gear Stewart None   
Age Manager Rep Greig Nicholson Russell Harrison Amanda Harrison 
Education Officer Leoni Graham Chris Bell Russell Harrison  
General (Social) Jodi Stacker  Richard Stacker  Russell Harrison  
General     
Child Protection Officer is to be directly appointed by the Board.  

 
4. Election of the Age Managers for the 2021/2022 Season  

Position Nominee Nominated by Seconded by  
U6 TBC    
U7 Lee Palmer    
U8 Andrew Greig   
U9 Patrick Joyce   
U10 Mark Seymour   
U11 None    
U12 Greig Nicholson   
U13 Pete Hawkins   
U14 Jane Marsters/ 

Josh Dooney  
  

BBQ Coordinator  Josh Lovski   
 

5. Acknowledgement of the Manly Nipper Sponsors 
RH formally acknowledged our key sponsors, 7 news, Harris Farm, 99 Bikes, Aqua 
Home Loans and many local businesses.  Also acknowledged Kelly Group and Hamilton 
Island Resorts who sponsor our pathway program.  New sponsors are always welcome.  
 

6. General Business 
Lee Palmer requested that the JAC provide age managers a brief decription of vacant 
JAC roles which can be emailed to parents and shared via social media. 
 

7. Close of meeting  

In closing RH thanked to all the Age Managers, parents, members of the senior club, the 
JAC is grateful for everyone’s contribution. Close at 7.30pm.  Covid will continue to interrupt 
the running of nippers and we will communicate as soon as we can regarding registrations 
opening, proficiencies, Sawtell etc.  

It was noted that the MLSC Club AGM will be held 29 August at 10am via Zoom 

Zoom call closed at 7.30pm.   
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Appendix 
Treasurers Report  
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Manly Nipper Treasurer Report 30 April 2021 
Main source of revenue for nippers come from nipper regos. Nipper regos and competition 
and coaching levy together were budgeted to be 5% down again, following recent trends of 
dropping numbers, however revenue from combined nipper rego and competition and 
coaching levy saw a 2% increase. This may have been due to the post-COVID winter sports 
shut down and also some new members due to other clubs restricting nipper registrations in 
the post-COVID environment. 

Nipper parent rego remained fairly consistent. 

Sponsorship and donations of $26k this year came from Channel 7, $16.5k, and donation 
from Toyota through a parent employee award scheme of $1,000. Our raffle, sponsored by 
99Bikes, raised $887 this year. The Kelly Group continued to sponsor $4,400 our Nipper Ski 
Pathways award and Hamilton Island resorts also contributed $4,400 for an additional ski for 
the pathways program as well. 

BBQ revenue was again a strong contributor to Nippers, contributing $21k and sponsored by 
Harris Farm Manly. Josh Abdulovski took over the coordinator role this year, and with the 
help of parent volunteers, turned an impressive result for nippers, despite challenges of 
covid and a few cancellations also. 

Unfortunately, Nipper Nats, our nipper camps and social nights were all cancelled this 
season due to Covid restrictions. Nipper Nat medals were purchased without date stamps, 
so can be used in the future. 

Our coaching staff continued to manage a tight budget, and despite Covid restrictions 
resulting in a shut down of our key summer coaching program over the summer school 
holiday period, our coaches were still able to deliver a strong coaching program, with plenty 
of training on offer, in both the water and on the beach. Thanks to Jonno Stock and Michael 
Kember for their time and effort to provide this coaching for us. 

Due to the new format of State nipper carnival, State expenses were lower than usual, and 
State uniforms were not a high priority and so the t-shirts we organised were not subsidised 
by Nippers and ended up contributing $2k to the nipper account.  

Board repair costs were lower than budgeted, because of the focus on looking after and 
tidying up all of the equipment on the beach, every Sunday. Many thanks to Annie Gee and 
Hamish for their tireless work in getting it out and packing it away after training and Sunday 
nippers. WE expect that some investment in board repairs will be needed, heading in to the 
new season. 

The JAC had budgeted $5k to put towards new board purchases this year, however we were 
lucky enough to have an anonymous donation of 5 brand new fiberglass boards donated to 
the club for our nipper to use. 

Overall, Manly Nippers ended up in a strong cash positive position this season, at $61,595 
profit before capitation charges and MLSC contributions, $16k higher than last year and 
$35k better than budget. This was a result of both improved nipper registrations and 
decreased activities resulting from the Covid regulations. 

 


